Let A be the mod-2 Steenrod algebra. For any unstable A -module M the "unstable homology groups" Hf k (M) = Tor f k (M) are defined by means of unstable projective resolutions of M [2] . We describe here a new approach to the problem of computing these groups.
raises degree by 1. S has a left adjoint £2: M^ --• M^ [2] given by (SlM) n = (coker Sq 0 ) n + 1 , with A -action induced by that on M. The left derived functors Hy (s > 0) of ft are defined in the usual way: given M in M A one forms a projective resolution
The left derived functors of ft are completely understood [1] , [2] , [3] . In fact,
( n i^2n-i =(kerSq 0 )"
with A -action given by Sq^ft^ = ^iSq/ a + 1^2 for x in ker Sq 0 . Consider now the fc-fold iterate £l k of £2. We pose:
PROBLEM (*). Give a workable description of the left derived functors £2* of 12*, for alls >0.
Our interest in these derived functors stems from the fact that their zerodimensional components are the unstable homology groups of the Steenrod algebra:
Our interest in Problem (*) is heightened by the fact that it appears to be solvable: there is a simple relation between the derived functors of £2* and those of S2*- 1 .
ITERATED LOOP FUNCTORS, HOMOLOGY OF STEENROD
There is a natural long exact sequence of Z 2 -modules:
and consequently a short exact sequence in M A :
This result seems to promise a quick inductive description of the functors £2^; however, computation of examples with small values of k and s show that the short exact sequence (4) is in general not split over M A ! Our main result (Theorem 3 below) is the construction for each unstable A -module M of a small chain complex L k M = HJL^M from which the derived
We seek, in particular, complexes that can be fit into a short exact sequence:
for which the associated long exact sequence in homology is the same as (3). This consideration motivates us in our definition of the graded
we set (L%M) n = M n + k , and proceed inductively by setting
Then a in (5) is just the inclusion of 2^(Z^ilf) into sfjJO^-i^O' while 0 is just the projection of sjilo (L^Af) onto
is just the direct sum of ( k ) copies of M. Our main result is 
